
  

  

  

    

General trade terms for Bosch Rexroth A/S  
  
Unless otherwise agreed in writing the following terms apply to agreements concluded with Bosch  Rexroth 
A/S.   
   
Responsibility   
Sales and delivery take place according to ordinary terms of delivery: NL92, NLM94, NR98, or NU98.   
   
Terms of payment  
Payment will become due net cash 30 days after invoice date. After the day of payment interests are  
calculated with 8% per started month. The buyer is not entitled to payment through set-off.   
Furthermore any delay of payments entitles Bosch Rexroth A/S to hold back further delivery and releases  
Bosch Rexroth A/S from any other contractual obligation. The buyer is not entitled to set off with possible  
counterclaims which have not been acknowledged in writing by Bosch Rexroth A/S and is not entitled to  
hold back any part of the purchase price because of set-offs of any kind.   
  
Prices  
The prices of the company are excl. VAT and other taxes, which are or should be, imposed the products   
  
Cancellation   
A cancellation can only take place with our acceptance. If it is workshop deliveries or products which are  
not standard stock goods a cancellation cannot take place, unless our supplier agrees to the customer’s  
wish for cancellation  
  
Return   
Return of goods can only take place after previous agreement in writing and is sent free delivered Bosch   
Rexroth A/S address: Bosch Rexroth A/S, C/o Holger Christiansen A/S, Hedelundvej 13-15, Port 4, 6710 
Esbjerg. Goods can only be taken back in undamaged and unused state and the goods must be accompanied 
by a delivery note referring to the concluded agreement. Returned goods are only credited against deduction 
of our costs. For standard stock goods a crediting charge of 30% of the invoice price is calculated, however, 
DKK 500 excl. VAT at the minimum. Configurable products are not returnable. 
  
Defects and faults   
If the customer will refer to a defect or a fault the buyer must explain the defect or the fault in writing  
immediately after the defect or the fault is or should be registered.   
  
Handling charge   
For purchase of goods below DKK 1.500 net excl. VAT Bosch Rexroth A/S reserves the right to charge an  
extra charge for handling of the order of DKK 600 net.   
  
Shipping  
Shipping takes place at the buyer’s expense ex agreed place in our choice of carrier and packing unless  
otherwise agreed at order. Transfer of risk takes place when the goods are at the buyer’s disposal at the  
agreed place. Insurance is taken out by the buyer. Packing is not taken back.   
  



Exchange reservation  
If the exchange proportion between the Danish krone and the currency of the supplier country is changed 
by more than 2% from the time for the conclusion of the agreement and until the company has received 
the customer’s payment, the company reserves the right to regulate the sales price by the full difference.   
  
Delivery  
The time of delivery as stated is the best estimate according to the conditions at the conclusion of the  
offer / agreement. Bosch Rexroth A/S reserves the right to postpone the time of delivery or cancel the  
order if the cause is circumstances beyond Bosch Rexroth A/S’s control. The  way of delivery 
appears from the offer / order confirmation.   
  
Discount  
Discount agreements are in force 12 months from written confirmation of the discount agreement unless  
otherwise agreed.    
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